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Information
• FACT: “Early detection of cancer greatly
increases the chances for successful treatment”
(World Health Organization)

• The universal cancer test with sensitivity and
specificity higher than 90% and capability to
see metastasis is the real working test, which
was used at several places (see letters
including one from the veterinary clinic, where
the test was used as everyday routine).
• This universal cancer test can be demonstrated
at any place in the world upon a successful
preliminary negotiation.
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The Issue
• Early diagnosis of cancer is extremely important
because if such diagnosis could be done the
effectiveness of modern cancer therapies is higher than
90%.
• Currently, there is no reliable, inexpensive cancer test
for early diagnostics of all types of cancer.
• Modern cancer screening does not show.
aggressiveness of a particular neoplasm.
• Biopsy is both invasive and expensive. Also - not
reliable.
• Planning and monitoring of cancer treatment is most
needed.
• Effective follow up of cancer patients is technically and
cost inhibited. Therefore, currently, effective follow up
does not exist.
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Other Issues
• Billions are spent every year to prove effectiveness of
new cancer medicines in clinical trials.
• Each year billions are spent for myriad of new
products and medicines to be tested for the ability to
provoke cancer.
• Medical insurance costs are reflective of the fear of
cancer, the treatment of which can be exceptionally
costly.
• Existing testing and treatment are highly expensive,
many underdeveloped countries can not afford cancer
screening due to poverty pressure.
• There is no cancer test for animals.
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The Truth about Cancer
• A treated cancer patient walks out not knowing whether his
treatment successful or not. They wait for an extended
period for diagnosis evaluation, and often, it is too late.
• Breast cancer is not an exceptionally malignant neoplasm.
However, roughly one out of ten cases of breast cancer is
particularly dangerous. Yet there is no current technology to
identify that case. To date, if in doubt, the doctors solution is
to amputate.
• Again, when detected early the treatment of this difficult
case cancer can be far less destructive, invasive and
expensive producing far better outcomes.
• Frankly, currently, a patient needs to be in excellent health
to go through diagnostics-treatment, including surgery,
radiation, and hormone-chemical therapies, and then face
ruined health and bleak future, as the best.
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Universal cancer test R-90
The R-test 90, which has better than 90% efficiency, is
based on the detection of universal cancer antigens
• This universal R90 test diagnoses a malignant
tumor, using the Differential ESR, D-ESR, as a
platform.
• Two capillary tubes are used for the R-90 test. Into
each capillary an equal patient blood sample, which
was mixed with R-90 sensitive material and other
one with a neutral material, is put. Then, after 30-40
min of the ESR process inside capillaries, simple
measurements of blood levels define the result of the
test.
• The result is the coefficient of cancer malignancy,
calculated according to the developed proprietary
formulae.
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R-90: Test Equipment
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The test equipment:
1) Two Sediplast ESR capillaries
2) Two Sediplast vials - one filled with dried sensitized
material, and other - with neutral material
3) Pipette for blood
4) A vibrator - first, to uniform blood sample, and then - to
mix blood samples with materials
5) The test kit will have a simple calibrated plastic pipette
to use instead of automatic pipette.
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R-90: Test Instruction
1) Blood samples collected into “Green Top” (Sodium
Heparin) tubes and sits undisturbed for min 2 hours at a
temperature about 4-5C.
2) Freeze dried proprietary materials (sensitive N-1 and
neutral N-2 are pre-filled into test vials (2), and mixed with
anticoagulated blood using vibrator (4).
3) Then, two Sediplast capillaries (1), 200 mm in length and
2.55 mm in diameter, are filled up to the level 100.
4) After maximum difference between volumes of clear
plasma in capillaries is reached (about 25-50 min) - distances
of clear plasma are measured - two numbers - see pictures.
5) These two numbers are used for a test coefficient
calculation according to the formula. If not sufficient difference
between volumes of clear plasma in capillaries is reached, the
result of the test is negative – no cancer is detected.
See the proprietary formulae later in this presentation.
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R-90: How the Test is Done 1

The test starts with blood vibrating
Equipment for the test:
1) Two Sediplast ESR capillaries
2) Two Sediplast vials filled with
dried sensitive and neutral materials
3) Pipette for blood or (5)
4) A vibrator to uniform blood and to
mix it with proprietary materials. ASI

R-90: How the Test is Done 2

The test continues with filling vials (already with sensitive and
neutral materials) with blood - 0.5ml (vibrated for uniformity). Mixing
ASI
blood with materials is done with a vibrator.

R-90: How the Test is Done 2-3
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R-90: How the Test is Done 3

Two Sediplast capillaries are filled with blood mixture (blood
ASI
mixture with sensitive and neutral materials) to level 100

R-90: How the Test is Done 4

The test is in progress. The test is based on the Differential
ESR reaction, sensitized by proprietary sensitive and neutral
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materials. The reaction shows - cancer is present.

R-90: How the Test is Done 5

The result of the test is in the right picture. According to
diagnosis - Adenocarcinoma of stomach. Clearly seen
poor quality of blood - food is not processed right.
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R-90: How the Test is Done - Result
The R90 is observed in two capillaries: in the first capillary,
freeze dried neutral material inside the vial is mixed with 0.5 ml
of the patient's heparinized blood; while in the second capillary
freeze dried sensitive biological material is mixed with 0.5 ml of
blood. ESR takes from 20 to 50 min after the capillaries are
filled; the maximum transparent parts of the divided blood (i.e.,
plasma) in the two capillaries are measured - h1 and h2. Then,
the cancer aggressiveness factor “K” has to be calculated:

hmax = maximum of h1 and h2; normalization factor NF = 230
for Sediplast ESR capillaries. The R90 test has a threshold K=1.5. If K=1.6 and higher, a malignant tumor is detected. If K
= 1.55 - 1.6, this is the test gray area.
Test resulting data from the final (previous slide) picture: h =
5mm - 55mm, then K=12. Quite aggressive cancer is identified.
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R-90: Examples from different test cases

Different cases of cancer of different nature - different quality
of blood are seen.
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R-90:
Pluses
and
Minuses
Pluses:
• R-90 is the universal cancer test: detects all kinds of cancer,
and finds existence of metastasis
• High Efficiency: Sensitivity and Specificity > 90%
• Low cost materials and equipment
• Low cost training (ESR test ubiquitous in most medical labs)
• Could be done by a patient at home
• Gives a numerical value proportional to malignancy of the
detected cancer
• The test is fully effective following 1 week after heavy cancer
therapy is completed
• The test visual performance and the numerical result allows the
attending doctor to “trend” the patient condition.

Minus:
• The test does not indicate a localization of a tumor (could be
improved).
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R-90: The Test Effectiveness
The main questions, which everybody could ask:
• What is the effectiveness of the R-90, universal cancer test?
• How accurate is the test?
• How many cancer cases will be tested right, and how many not?
• How many healthy people could be tested positive for cancer?
• How this test could help public, for example. In mass screening?
• How this test could help doctors to treat patients, with what
effectiveness?

• Possible answers:
• In order to answer all these concerns and direct questions, let’s
take a look on already available statistics below - two slides of
statistics, and made calculation of well known parameter Sensitivity and Specificity
• Also, simple estimation of the test effectiveness could be
calculated from the same statistics.
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Some Statistics

1 – Colon Cancer (C); 2 - Stomach C; 3 - Leukemia; 4 - Breast C; 5 - Lung C; 6
- Adenocarcinoma; 7 - Prostate C; 8 - Kidney C; 9 - Ovary C; 10 – MD
(Myeloma); 11 - Lymphosarcoma; 12 - Pancreas C; 13 - Testicle C; 14 - Liver C;
15 - Lymphoma; 16 - Bladder C; 17 - Melanoma; 18 - Uterus C; 19 - Salivary
Glands C. Coefficient of malignancy detection threshold - 1.5 (red line)
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R90 TEST STATISTICS

Selected Statistics
Cancer Diagnosis # of Patients Test Positive Test Negative
Breast
Lung
Gastric
Enteric
Colon
Renal
Bladder
Gonadal
Thyroid
Leukemia
Prostate
Adenocarcinoma
Multiple Myeloma
Lymphosarcoma
Pancreatic
Hepatic
Lymphoma
Melanoma
Uterine
Salivary Glands

Total Cancer
Healthy

207
478
95
36
49
23
41
22
15
1
9
1
1
4
1
5
17
2
3
1

186
429
87
31
45
21
38
20
14
1
9
1
1
4
1
5
16
2
3
1

21
49
8
5
4
2
3
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

1011

915

96

24

0

24
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Sensitivity and Specificity
of the test R90 from collected data
According to acquired statistics, connected to
patient medical history and proved diagnosis,
sensitivity and specificity of the test has been
calculated:
TEST RESULT ?

DISEASE PRESENT

DISEASE NOT PRESENT

Positive

A ( n = 915)

B ( n = 0)

Negative

C ( n = 96)

D ( n = 24)

• Sensitivity = A/(A+C) = 0.9
• Specificity = D/(B+D) = 1.0
• Positive Predictive Value = A/(A+B) = 1.0
Commentary: Please, take a look on statistics and note,
that the test has a threshold.
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R-90: CONCLUSION

In regard to effectiveness and other stated concerns for the test R90:
• According to shown statistics, the Sensitivity and Specificity of the
universal cancer test R-90 is:
Sensitivity = A/(A+C) = 0.9
Specificity = D/(B+D) = 1.0
where A = 915 (Total number of detected cases of Cancer)
C = 96 (Number of undetected cases of Cancer)
D = 24 (Number of detected right healthy cases)
B = 0 (Number of detected wrong healthy cases)
• Thus, accuracy of the test is about 90%
• According to the calculated efficacy of the test - about 90% of cases
will be tested right, and about 10% not
• According to statistics - about 0% of healthy people could be tested
positive for cancer
• The test R90 has high efficiency, making it suitable for mass screening
• According to existing already data, R90 could help doctors to plan and
do treatment of patients, with high efficiency.
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